Abstract -The multi-sensor fusion can provide more accurate and reliable information compared to information from each sensor separately taken. Moreover, the data from multiple heterogeneous sensors present in the medical surveillance systems have different degrees of uncertainty. Among multisensor data fusion techniques, Bayesian methods and evidence theories such as Dempster-Shafer Theory (DST), are commonly used to handle the degree of uncertainty in the fusion processes. Based on a graphic representation of the DST called evidential networks, we propose a structure of heterogeneous multi-sensor fusion for falls detection. The proposed Evidential Network (EN) can handle the uncertainty present in a mobile and a fixed sensor-based remote monitoring systems (fall detection) by fusing them and therefore increasing the fall detection sensitivity compared to the a separated system alone.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that multi-sensor fusion can provide more accurate and reliable information to detect distress situation for elderly persons living in their home [7] . The potential searched benefits of multi-sensors fusion is the redundancy and complementarity of information. The fusion of redundant information can reduce the overall uncertainty. Moreover, the data from multiple heterogeneous sensors of the medical surveillance systems present varying degrees of uncertainty and confidence [5, 6] .
Among multi-sensor fusion techniques, we can find Bayesian methods [1] and the Theory of Evidences based on the Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , which are commonly used to process and estimate degrees of uncertainty in the fusion process [6] . These theories are based on graphical representations: Bayesian Networks [1] and Evidential Networks (EN) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 15] .
The introduction of Bayesian networks for knowledge representation and probabilistic inference has represented a breakthrough in the development of expert systems. However, the limitations of Bayesian networks as a formalism to deal with uncertainty issues consist in the assumption that all data (domain knowledge, accumulated evidence) can be represented by probability functions. In reality, this is not always possible, if the data amount is not sufficient [3] .
Indeed the use of Bayesian statistical classifiers in the context of the remote medical monitoring (or "Télévigilance") depends on the availability of adequate databases in order to model with reliability distress situations such as person's falls, cardiac events (e.g. bradycardia, arrhythmia). Modeling a fall's cinematic is not a straightforward task. Indeed the weight, the size and corpulence of the person have a substantial impact on the fall characteristics: in that respect soft falls are particularly difficult to detect. Therefore falls databases are very limited even inexistent due to the lack of records made in real situations.
To this aim, this article investigates and implements an evidential network to detect fall situations and estimate its uncertainty degree through a heterogeneous multi-sensors fusion [5, 6] . This network is also appropriate knowing, on one side, the lack of falls databases as here-above stressed, and on the other side, its property allowing direct inference mechanisms on input observations such as actimetric data (body's movement, inclination) and vital data (cardiac frequency and fall index). The Evidential Networks are acyclic-directed graphs similar to Bayesian networks, but they use belief functions instead of probability functions. They are designed to handle uncertainty through the Dempster-Shafer Theory formalism.
In the following sections, first section 2 describes the remote medical monitoring platform constituting our targeted application, then section 3 reminds the basics of DempsterShafer theory, section 4 develops the Evidential Network application to the remote medical monitoring context by explaining how we implement the network and estimate the belief degree of a detected distress event such as hard or soft falls. Finally section 5 provides provisional evaluation results and section 6 concludes on this work with perspectives.
II. REMOTE MEDICAL MONITORING PLATFORM
A remote medical patient's monitoring system with alarm management [7] , if integrated in a smart home environment, can use the fusion results of several observation data such as actimetric and vital signals captured by a device worn by the patient, external sensors such as acoustic and presence signals. Such a "Télévigilance" platform exists at Telecom SudParis elaborated with the close collaboration of Esigetel [10] and U558-INSERM (F. Steenkeste [8] ). This Alarm management platform is composed of three detection sub-systems or modalities: GARDIEN [8] , RFPAT [9] and ANASON [10] . In this new application work on Evidential Network, we first focused on two of these modalities: GARDIEN and RFPAT. RFPAT system [9, 7] was designed for remote monitoring of vital and actimetric signals recorded on the person. This system is composed of a wearable terminal carried by the patient that can automatically identify distress situations such as falls, abrupt changes of cardiac rhythms (namely bradycardia trend) or person's activity (movements, posture).
The GARDIEN system [8, 7] consists in a fixed network of wired or wireless infrared motion sensors placed within the smart home environment and external to the person These sensors are activated by body movements which therefore indicate the presence of a person in the area of interest. The person's posture inclination can also be estimated from the combination of two types of infrared sensors, one for horizontal detection field, the other vertical [8] .
III. DEMPSTER SHAFER THEORY OF EVIDENCE
The Dempster Shafer theory (DST) of evidence [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] was introduced from the work of Dempster and extended by Shafer. It is a generalization of probability theory that allows us to better quantify uncertainty. This theory is based on a number of key propositions which are summarized as follow.
A binary sensor can have either a value of 1 (active) or 0 (inactive). Both values comprise the exhaustive set of mutually exclusive values that the sensor can hold. In DST, this set is called the frame of discernment of the sensor, denoted by Θ . The power set
, is the set of all subsets of Θ , including the empty set φ . For example,
is the frame of discernment for a binary sensor, representing the universe of the problem, i.e., the set containing all elements (classes, states, ...).
, is the power set, where 
and
DST uses an interval of probabilities rather than a single probabilistic number to represent uncertainty. The lower and upper bounds of probability are called Belief and Plausibility respectively, which can be defined mass function as follows, describes the degree of belief to which the evidence fails to refute A, that is, the degree of belief to which it remains plausible.
A. Evidential operations
The evidential operations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] represent the relationships between network nodes for propagating belief distributions and are used to infer activities throughout the evidential network.
Some sensors are more sensitive to misreading or malfunctioning due to their type and where they are installed (location). The impact of evidence is discounted to reflect the sensor's credibility, in terms of discounting rate
The discounted mass function is defined as follows [11] ,
where for 0 = r , the source is absolutely reliable; for 1 0 ≤ ≤ r , the source is reliable with a rate reduction r and r = 1, the source is completely unreliable.
A multivalued mapping [11, 12] Γ reflects the relationship between two frames of discernment from different sources ( assigning to each element
The evidential operation called translation [11] , which relies completely on the multivalued mapping, can be used to determine the impact of evidence originally appearing on a frame of discernment on elements of a compatibly related frame of discernment. The belief distribution of the original source is then transferred to the compatible source using the multivalued mapping. 
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K represents the measure of conflict level between the masses. The normalization factor 1 -K can take into account these conflicts and assign any mass involved in the conflict to the null set. When K = 1, we have a total conflict, i.e., the masses involved in the fusion process do not have an intersection in the frame of discernment. To compose a new belief distribution from dependent sources, a weighted sum operator is used.
IV. HETEROGENEOUS MULTI-SENSORS FUSION FOR FALL

DETECTION
Remote monitoring systems with alarm management (RFPAT and GARDIEN) studied in this work allows to detect distress events like person's falls, abnormal cardiac events like bradycardia. That elderly or dependent persons living alone could have. These systems constitute complementary information and their fusion can provide more reliable detection compared to systems used separately. RFPAT modality is already a fall detector and the purpose of this fusion is to secure the detection of falls difficult to identify such as soft falls or falls without impacts on the ground. Contextual information, such as the person's localization and interaction with the environment are very useful and should be interpreted as complementary information by the fusion process.
In this section, the Dempster Shafer theory is used to estimate the degrees of belief and uncertainty of potential distress events through these multiple heterogeneous sensors. An Evidential Network [5, 6] is proposed here to be introduced in the fusion process for the person status detection such as "fall" or "normal" status. Parameters from the different alarm processing modalities (such as location, motion, inclination and fall index) constitute the input evidences of the EN of interest.
A. Proposed Evidential Network for fall detection
Based on the works of Lee, Hong and Nugent [5, 6] , who proposed an Evidential Network for the recognition of activities in environments such as smart homes, we propose in this work an Evidential Network for activities inference such as fall detection as shown in Figure 1 . The proposed fusion approach is based on the use of the Dempster-Shafer Theory operations and rules applied to vital, actimetric and contextual information extracted from the multimodal heterogeneous alarm management system previously described in Section 2. Binary data at lower-level (IR sensors) and at higher-level (from RFPAT) constitute the input evidences of the considered network.
This network is structured as an acyclic graph. Hierarchy and links between nodes create dependencies between the different alarm management modalities (GARDIEN and RFPAT), which makes the fusion process more robust and reliable for abnormal events detections. In this network, sensors nodes are represented by circular nodes, whereas triangular nodes represent decision-making systems of various types (classifiers based on thresholds, pattern recognition algorithms or experts). Square nodes represent contextual information e.g. an object with which the person interacts or the person's location itself (e.g. in a given room). The rectangular nodes represent the activities. The connections between nodes are represented by evidential operations, as shown in the Table on the right side of Figure 1 . 
B. Activity inference of evidential networks
When starting the inference process of the evidential network, we assign Belief distributions to the input nodes based on a priori sensitivity and specificity information provided by the sensors (e.g. GARDIEN) and detection devices (e.g. RFPAT) developers. Evidential operations (Section III.A) are used in the propagation process of inputs evidences towards the top nodes layer of the network providing the fall decision. Each Alarm processing modality can infer a fall belief, denoted
Then the overall mass functions are fused using the combination rule of Dempster-Shafer (6) to reach a consensus decision.
C. Evidential Network inputs
In the network of Figure 1 , represented by circular nodes, the infrared sensors may have two possible states: excited (bit 1) and non-excited (bit 0). The frame of discernment of each
, where IR and IR ¬ represent a excited (IR imput = 1) and non-excited (IR imput = 0) sensor respectively. Nodes "IR v " and "IR h " represents vertical and horizontal IR sensors fields respectively placed in a given room, which is identified by the context node "room".
From the RFPAT system, triangular binary nodes " I R " and " Fall R " represents the posture parameters: "standing / sitting" or "lying down" and "fall" or "not falling", respectively. The posture activity node " I R " has a frame of discernment 
D. Evidential network inference
The evidential inference process is summarized in eight evidential operations steps shown in Figure 1 . To describe the EN inference process, we present the operations step by step based on an exemplified set of input sensors values: IR v = 0 and IR h = 0 for GARDIEN system, and for RFPAT system. These values represent the states of the person: "fall", "lying down" and "immobile".
In this work, we use the node abbreviations:
At the beginning of the inference we consider that each input system is 100% reliable. Hence the evidences in each input node are represented by mass functions as follows,
Step 1 -Discounting sensor evidence Developers and manufacturers characteristics show that IR sensors (GARDIEN) work correctly with a sensitivity and specificity of 95%. Thus a reduction rate of 5% (r = 0.05) is assigned to each sensor. For the RFPAT modality, we assume a sensitivity of 92% and a specificity of 95%, given by the evaluation experiments. So reduction rates of 8% (r = 0.08) and 5% (r = 0.05) are assigned to the inputs values of 1 and 0 respectively. Using (5), the discounting mass functions can be calculated as follows,
Step 2 -Translating mass functions from sensors nodes to activities nodes An active IR motion sensor indicates that a person moving is interacting with the sensor. The relationships between sensor and activity nodes can be represented by a multivalued mapping. Table 1 shows the mapping of the "IR v " node. We have a multivalued mapping for each input node. For reasons of lack of space, we show here only the multivalued mapping "IR v " node as an example.
The mass functions on the input nodes are then translated to the associated compatible activity nodes by using the multivalued mapping. 
Relationship
Multivalued Mapping
Step 3 -Composite activity node using a weighted sum operator The "(M v , M h )" composite activity node is composed of "M v " and "M h " activity nodes. This node represents the IR sensors based-activity nodes combination to determine the "lying down" posture. In the same way, the "(L R , R F )" composite activity node is composed of "L R " and " R F " activity nodes. This node represents the combination between the posture and fall parameters to reinforce the fall belief of the RFPAT system. The "M v " and "M h " nodes mass functions are, at first, translated using the multivalued mapping to "(M v ,M h ) v " and "(M v , M h ) h " intermediary composite activity nodes, respectively. The same procedure is used on the "(L R , R F ) L " and "(L R , R F ) F " intermediary composite activity nodes as follows.
The "(M v , M h )" composite activity node is the result of a weighted sum of the "(M v , M h ) v " and "(M v , M h ) h " nodes and, in the same way, the "(L R , R F )" composite activity node is the result of a weighted sum of the "(
nodes. In the weighted sum, the weight choice depends on the reliability of the nodes. The weights, empirically chosen, are:
Step 4 -Translating mass functions from the composite activity nodes to the activities nodes The "(M v , M h )" node represents the "lying down" state of person, then the belief distribution in this node is translated to the "L G " node (lying down node). This process occurs in a reversed mode, which is due to the fact that the "lying down" activity is inferred from the non-excitation of IR sensors.
Step 5 -Composite activity node using a weighted sum operator The "(L G , L R )" composite activity node is formed by the "L G " (GARDIEN) and "L R " (RFPAT) activity nodes. The mass functions in "L G " and "
The weights, chosen experimentally, are: 
Step 6 -Inferring from a activity node to a deduced activity node : pre-fused GARDIEN data obtaining The "fall" activity is made ambiguous by the "lying down" activity of the person, with these two activities being uncertain and defined heuristically. The mass function in the "lying down" activity node is propagated in the "fall" activity node by the evidential mapping. For this inference, the person is in the kitchen, so we have the following relationship given by the evidential mapping
Using the belief distribution on the "lying down" activity node is (Step 5), the inference of "Fall" activity node result is:
The result of this inference for the GARDIEN system is a "fall" belief of
and a "fall" uncertainty of
Step 7 -Translating mass functions from the composite activity node to the activity node : pre-fused RFPAT data obtaining
The belief distribution of "(L R , R F )" composite activity node is translated to the "F R " activity node. The translated mass, given by the multivalued mapping, then becomes,
Step 8 -Combining mass function on an activity node -final fused GARDIEN and RFPAT data obtention In this step, each system (RFPAT and GARDIEN) has a belief distribution for the fall activity. The combination rule of Dempster Shafer (6) can reach a new belief distribution that represents the consensus of the distributions of the two belief systems. The belief distribution of the GARDIEN system inferred on Step 6 is: 
V. PRELIMINARY RESEARCH RESULTS
The evaluation of the proposed method was performed on data recorded at Telecom SudParis. These databases consist of simulated scenarios with normal and falls situations. In these databases we have several scenarios of classical fall (rather violent) and soft falls (with low acceleration). These databases contain 33 fall and 5 normal scenarios. Among the 33 fall scenarios, we have 17 soft falls and 16 hard falls. The purpose of our evidential network based fusion is to detect in very specific case of soft falls.
These databases are then used to evaluate the proposed evidential network. To evaluate the evidential network performance a confusion matrix has been computed on normal and fall situations, as shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , "Fall" is a fall detected event and "Normal" is when no fall is detected. The EN fusion has not detected only 2 fall cases which the network is not adapted to: the first case is a soft fall on a sofa; the second case is a soft fall in a bedroom. Concerning the fall on sofa, the system is not yet adapted: the person falls without impact and ends in a sitting posture / standing. This network needs the lying down posture to detect the fall. Concerning the case of soft fall into in a bedroom the EN fusion has permitted to detect this difficult situation for the separated modalities. In this case the context of location "room" is very uncertain and it has a low weight heuristic because the posture "lying down" in the room does not necessarily mean that the person has fallen. It may be a situation where the person sleeps. This problem can be resolved with the introduction of other modalities (video, for example) in the network where we can have more positional accuracy to distinguish for example if the person is lying because she is in bed or it's down. The EN fusion presented promising good performance (sensitive of 93,94%), in particular for soft fall cases, compared to separated modalities. The values of alone RFPAT system performance are not communicated for reasons of confidentiality due to a patent process underway. Furthermore we need to evaluate our system on a more extended database to confirm the contribution of EN fusion to the difficult falls to detect.
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Evidential Network fusion of GARDIEN and RFPAT télévigilance modalities improved the global fall detection sensitivity with regard to separate use of the two modalities: indeed the first conducted experiments have shown good fall detection performance, which is a very promising for the future use of such evidential network-based fusion and it also demonstrates the interest to perform a multimodal fusion. Moreover such an evidential network is modular and can detect falls even if the RFPAT system is not present in the fusion process. This network is still under development and extension. For future work we propose an extension of EN to the inference of various distress situations by adding more contextual information and parameters such as pulse rate, activity, abnormal sounds, in order to better represent the occurring distress situations. We also propose a comparison with other decision methods such as Bayesian Networks and Logic Fuzzy.
